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Abstract
Dr. Plotkin was deposed in relation to a trial involving vaccines. Plotkin agrees that there is no proof
DTap does not cause autism. Plotkin will lie about vaccines and autism to push vaccines. Plotkin
admits calf serum proteins in vaccines can sensitize (cause development of allergy to the protein).
Plotkin speculates that calf serum protein is completely removed from vaccines. He is wrong.
Admission of this fundamental flaw in vaccines, automatically implies that vaccines cause asthma,
autism and autoimmune disorders as well.

On Jan 11 2018, Dr. Plotkin was deposed in relation to a trial involving vaccines (1). Attorney Aaron
Siri questioned Dr. Plotkin on vaccine safety.
No proof DTap does not cause autism
Regarding the DTap vaccine (pg.249 of deposition), Plotkin says : I would say it is logically true that
you cannot say, you cannot point to proof that it doesn't cause autism.
The US Health Resources and Services Administration (HRSA) charged the Institute of Medicine
(IOM, now known as the National Academy of Medicine) with reviewing and reporting on the entire
medical literature regarding vaccine adverse events. Dr. Plotkin above is agreeing with the IOM 2012
report’s (2)conclusion:
Conclusion 10.6: The evidence is inadequate to accept or reject a causal relationship between
diphtheria toxoid, tetanus toxoid, or acellular pertussis–containing vaccine and autism.
The CDC along with the HRSA are part of the US Department of Health and Human Services (HHS).
The CDC is therefore aware of the IOM report’s conclusion but has chosen to lie about it.
CDC claims: Vaccines do not cause autism (3)
Plotkin will “absolutely” lie about vaccine safety to push vaccines
On Pg. 255 of the deposition:
Referring to the IOM conclusion above, Siri: And so for that reason, you're okay with telling the parent
that DTaP/Tdap does not cause autism even though the science isn't there yet to support that claim?
Plotkin: Absolutely.

Proteins in vaccines cause the development of allergy
On Pg. 316 of the deposition:
Plotkin: Well, frequently calf serum is used to make the vaccine, but calf serum is removed before
the vaccine is used because you don't want to sensitize the vaccinee to cows.
So Plotkin admits that if a vaccine contains calf serum proteins, it can sensitize (cause the development
of allergy in) the vaccinee to cows. Further, since calf serum proteins are very similar to human
proteins, this means the antibodies created to attack the calf serum proteins can cross-react and attack
human proteins - autoimmunity (4,5).
Attorney Siri:And that would be -- and they could develop an allergy to it, right?
Plotkin: If there were, yes.
Attorney Siri: If there were calf serum in the vaccines, correct?
Plotkin: Yes.
Attorney Siri:And this is one of the ingredients that remains in the vaccine?
Plotkin: I do not believe so.
Belief? Speculation? It is about beliefs, speculations and assumptions. There are no specifications or
regulations to control the level of purification (6) and amounts of residual protein in the vaccine.
Dr. Plotkin is wrong about removal of bovine/calf serum proteins from vaccines. It is of course true that
there are purification steps in vaccine manufacturing that reduce, not completely remove calf serum
proteins from vaccines. Allergic reactions following vaccine administration, in people allergic to calf
serum proteins is proof that vaccines do contain residual calf serum proteins. And of course, it is the
same calf serum proteins in a previous vaccine that caused the development of allergy to those proteins
in people (and animals), in the first place (7–9,4,10) . Similarly, calf serum itself, can contain trace
amounts of any bovine protein. Again, because there are no specifications or regulations to control the
level of purification and amounts of residual protein. Greedy vaccine makers refuse to invest in better
technology to clean up these residual proteins. They have no liability, competition or regulatory
incentive to clean up. So they sicken us with their dirty vaccines.
Attorney Siri:
Do you know if any vaccines contain cows' milk in it or products from cow -Plotkin: Cows' what?
Attorney Siri: Any product derived from cows' milk, any component derived from cows' milk?
Attorney Siri: could be -Plotkin: Casein -Attorney Siri: -- could be used.
Attorney Siri: Dr. Plotkin -- Dr. Plotkin, and if there
Plotkin: Oh, well, could be, casein, for example,
Attorney Siri: was casein in the vaccine, a child could become sensitized to that, correct?
Plotkin: No, I'm not sure about that.
Attorney Siri: You're not sure anymore about that?
Plotkin: No.
Attorney Siri: Yeah.
Plotkin: I think there are other sensitizing things in calf serum.

When cornered into admitting that milk proteins such as casein in vaccines have caused the epidemic of
milk allergy, Dr. Plotkin evades the question with “I'm not sure about that.” and speculates about “other
sensitizing things in calf serum”. This is the vaccine “expert” who wrote the book on vaccines Plotkin’s Vaccines (11).
Residual protein containing vaccines resulting in sensitization that Dr. Plotkin admitted, is a
fundamental flaw in vaccines. Food allergies, asthma, autism and autoimmune diseases are a direct
consequence of that fundamental flaw. Since it is established that vaccines contain food proteins
(peanut, soy, fish, egg, milk, soy etc.(12) ), animal proteins (bovine serum albumin (BSA), gelatin (8)),
yeast (13), etc., vaccinees are sensitized to all these proteins as Plotkin admitted. The IOM report said
the same (2). We know vaccines contain aeroallergens, especially multi-dose formulation which thus
cause sensitization to aeroallergens - asthma (14). 75% of autism cases are caused by folate receptor
alpha antibodies (FRAA). These FRAA are caused by milk protein containing vaccines. Bovine FRA is
present in milk. Once sensitized to bovine FRA, drinking milk induces IgG4 FRAA (15–19). These
cross-react with human FRA, block folate uptake to the brain. Since they block human FRA, it is an
autoimmune disease (20). Similarly, BSA containing vaccines induce IgE mediated sensitization to
BSA (8). Eating BSA (drinking milk) causes synthesis of IgG4 directed against BSA. The result is
membranous nephropathy - another autoimmune disorder (21).
So Plotkin has admitted that vaccines induce allergy, asthma, autism and autoimmune disorders.
Details on all of these diseases were previously documented (22).
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